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Measurement of the Thermal Impedance of Injection Lasers 

The method of determining the thermal resistance of in
jection lasers by a null measurement employing the thermal 
drift of a single Fabry-Perot wavelength is extended to 
vield the thermal time constant and thermal capacitance 
~f an equivalent circuit. Thermal resistances of 52 KjW 
and thermal time constants of 2,f) fLS are reported for 
DR-structures with stripe-geomctry. 

Messung der thcrmischen Impedanz 
von Injektionslasern 

Der Realtcil del' thermischen Impedam: yon Injektions
lascrn kann durch Nullabglcich der thermisehc'l1 Verschie
hmlg eines F,tbry-Perot-Modus bestimmt welden. In hr
weiterung dieses Verfahrens wird eine Methode zur}T essung 
del' thermischen Zeitkonstante und thermisehen Kapttzitiit 
des \Viirmeel'satzschaltbildes angegeben. An DH-Lttsern 
mit Streifenkontakt wurden thermische \Vidcrstiinde von 
52 KjW und thermische Zeitkonstanten von 2,6 fl-s ge
messen. 

The thermal behaviour of injection lasers in
cluding their thermal response to transients in 
heatsink temperature or dissipated electrical power 
can be described by the simple equivalent circuit of 
Fig. 1. N represents the heat input power to the 
device, Rth the thermal resistance, Cth the thermal 
capacitance, and LI T = TD - TH the difference of 
device temperature TD and heatsink temperature 
T H . 

Fig. 1. Therm,t! equiyalent 
circuit of an injection bser; 
N: hettt power, 'l'D: temper
ature of laser device, T H : 

temperature of heatsink. 

Since the refractive index of an injection laser 
resonator depends on temperature [1], the wave
length of a single Fabry-Perot mode will vary with 
temperature, too. If the resonator temperature is 
raised by an increment LI I of the injeetion current, 
the observed mode will shift to higher wavelengths. 
Simultaneously lowering the heatsink temperature 
by LI TH compensates the wavelength shift. Provided 
this null condition holds the resonator temperature 
has remained constant. The influence of free car
riers on the refractive index [2] has been neglected. 
The drop LI TH of the heatsink temperature cor
responds to the increase LI TD = - LI Tn of the re
wnator temperature caused by an additional dissi
pated electrical power LIN = U LlI, where U stands 
for the (nearly constant) device voltage. This 
procedure [B] leads to the thermal resistance 
Rth = Ll TD/LiN. The emitted radiative power is 
assumed to be a negligible fraction of the electrical 
input power. 

To complete the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 the 
thermal time constant ith = Rth Cth has to be 
determined. Given a dc injection current I and a 
constant heatsink temperature T H , a certain reso
nator mode AM =.c Al is selected by a diffraction 

grating monochromator of half-power bandwidth 
(HPBW) GA. At time t = 0 a step function of height 
LlI is superimposed to the dc current, resulting in a 
monochromator light output power PAI,O)' as re
corded in Fig. 3. The current step is answered by a 
corresponding light power step of the resonator 
mode Al within the bandwidth GA. Immediately 
afterwards the resonator temperature T1 rises ex
ponentially towards temperature T2 and the wave
length shifts to A2 = At + LI A. Therefore the light 
power PX"ox decreases exponentially, if a linear 
relationship between tempera,ture and wavelength 
is assumed and if the transfer function of the mono
chromator can be approximated by a triangle, 
Fig. 2. With these assumptions the relative light 
output power of the monochroma.tor reads 

P Xl ,6A (t > 0) 
Lx"ox (t > 0) = P XI ,6X (+ 0) = 

LlA 
= 1---;u-[1-exp(-t/ith)], (1) 

when LlA ;'S GA. If LlA > GA, then eq, (1) holds for 

t ;'S t1 = ith In LlA LI~ GA ' otherwise L;." oj, (t) = O. 

The thermal time constant itll can be determined 
from the slope of LXI, oX (t) at t = 0, 

__ LlA l dLh . ox (t = 0) j-l 
ith - GA dt (2) 
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Fig. 2. Transfer function of diffraction grating monochro
mator with equal entrance and exit slits; -- idealized, 
---- practical. 
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Fig. 3. Normalized light power PXI,6A (t) = LJ.I,6A(t) P AI ,6J. 
(+ 0) at the wavelength Al in the HPBW oA and injection 
current I; -_. measured, ---- fitted exponential func
tion, L11 = 10 rnA, 1<0. 
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Fig. 4. Normalized light power 

PA"OJ.(t) = LJ2,oi,(t) P A"oJ. (00) + P}",oi,(- 0) 

at the wavelength A2 in the HPBW OA and injection cur
rent l; -- measured, ---- fitted exponential function, 
.ill = 10 mA, I < O. 

If the power Pl"o), at the wavelcngth AM = ,1.2 is 
measured, an exponential rise as shown in Fig. 4 
can be observed. Thc functional depcndence follows 

L (t> 0 t ) = P A" A}, (t > 0, t2) - P}",o}' ( - 21 = 
)",o}, , 2 P (t ) 

}'"oA -+ 00 

i ll), ( I ) 
= --1yexp -tl7th (3) 

with '2 = 7th In (ll}./o),). If LlA< b}., i.e. if the wave
length Al lies inside the triangular transfer function 
of the monochromator, an initial jump of intensity 
from zero to L}",o}' (+ 0) = 1 - (LiA/oA) occurs. 

The thermal time constant 7th can be determined 
from the slope of hi".o}' (t) (extrapolated, if t2<0) 
at t = t2, 

7th = l dL},2,o~~t = t2) ] -1 , (4) 

and is seen to be measured without knowledge of 
LlA and 0)., as is necessary with eq. (2). 

The investigated lasers had a DH-structure with 
stripe-geometry (rccombination volume 0.5 [Lm X 
17 p.m X 500 [Lm) and a threshold currcnt of typi
cally 170 mAo They were mounted on a diamond 
heatsink soldered to a copper stud. . 

As described above the thermal resistance Rth 

was measured with a monochromator HPBW of 
0,1. = 0.1 A at heatsink temperatures of Tn = 10, 
20, 30, 40°C. Injection current changes of III ~ 
± 10 mA, corresponding to an electrical power 
change of LIN R! :::l20 m W at a dcvice voltage of 
U R! 2 V, caused a shift of the laser wavelength 
which was nulled by a heatsink temperature change 
of LI Tn = =f 1 K. A typical result of the evaluation 
is Rth = 52.3, 47.5, 58.2, 51.2 K/W at the respec
tive heatsink temperatures. No significant tempera
ture dependence could bc observed. The average 
value of Rth = 52 K/W was used for further compu
tation. 

For measuring thc thermal time constant from 
the slope of L}",O}' (t = 0), eq. (2), the monochroma
tor HPBW oJ. and the stationary wavclength shift 
11,1. must be kno-wn. 0,1. = 0.1 A is dctcrmined from 
the known dispcrsion ofthe grating in the slit plane 
(assuming equal exit and entrance slits) and from 
the calibrated slit width. LlA should be measured by 
the monochromator, too, with the stationary cur
rents I for Al and 1+ LlI for ,1.2 = Al + LlA. Un
fortunately the available instrument permitted no 
calibrated manual depositioning of the midband 
wavelength AM in the order of M .. On the other hand 
a larger wavelength shift LlA caused by a grcater 
current step LI I could not be tolerated, for the 
relative intensity distribution of the lasing modes 
must not be disturbed, otherwise a large error in 
mcasuring 7th from L}",O}' (and L A2 ,a}') is introduced. 
So ilA = 0.7 A was calculated, using the measured 
data of the thermal resistance Rth , the change in 
electrical power LIN = 26 m W, and the measured 
shift of a resonator mode with temperature Clc = 

0.55 AjK. A calculation of Clc [1] yields similar 
values. Thermal changes of the resonator geometry 
usually have an influence, which is an order of 
magnitude smallcr than the influence of the tem
perature dependent refractive index. The recordcd 
L}'"OA (t) together with the injcction current change 
I (t) - 1(- 0) are shown in Fig. 3. An exponential 
fit yields [dL}'"o}' (t = O)/dt]-1 = 0.41 [LB, thcrefore 
7th = 2.9 [Ls and Gth = 56 nWs!K. 

Deviations from the exponential function are ob
served because of deviations of the monochromator 
transfer function at low HPBvV oA from the ideal
ized linear function, Fig. 2. Firstly the top of the 
transfer function will be flat, therefore the recorded 
L}'"OA (t) at t = 0 is not as sharp-edged as thc fitted 
exponential. Secondly the wings of the transfer 
function will cxtend beyond Al ± 0,1. to about 
AI--l::LI)., therefore the recorded L A1 ,O}' (t) with 
t - ;. 00 will not approach zero. 

Measuring the thermal time constant from the 
slope of L},2.d}, (t = t2) is a more comfortable and 
accurate mcthod, but it relies upon linearity of the 
monochromator transfer function, too, so the above 
mentioned limitations have to he ob8erved. Again 
an cxponential fit gives 7th = 2.6 [Ls and Gth = 

50 nWs/K, which agrees well with the time constant 
derived from eq. (2), the error being about 12%. 
Theoretical calculations of the thermal time con
stant [4] are confirmed by thes~ measurements. 
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